The role of prosody in the encoding of evidentiality
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Abstract

The overarching goal of this paper is to advance on the understanding of how evidential meanings are expressed in natural languages. Specifically, we aimed to investigate what type of meaning was encoded in yes-no questions through the combination of the question particle (QP) que ‘that’ and the nuclear intonational pattern L+H* L% in Majorcan Catalan yes-no questions (i.e., Que es un libret? ‘Is it a book?’), and to understand any temporal information that might be encoded through this construction. Several complementary research methods were used to address our question: the Discourse Completion Task, an acceptability task and a multiple-choice questionnaire. The results show that three types of information are encoded in QP que L+H* L% questions: sentence modality, inference based on direct evidence and immediacy of the evidence.

Index Terms: intonation, question particles, evidentiality, typology, Catalan.

1. Introduction

All languages have some way of marking information source, though different parts of the grammar may be recruited to do so depending on the language. Lexical means for specifying source of information are probably universal. For instance, the lexical item es veu is used in Catalan in (1) to indicate that the speaker does not have firsthand knowledge of the proposition ([1]). In Colombian Spanish, the combination of the verb ‘say’ and the complementizer ‘that’ can have different functions such as a) reported speech, b) hearsay, c) labelling or d) dubitative ([4], [5]). This is also found in other Romance language such as Galician, Romanian, Sardinian or Sicilian ([6]).

(1) S’han quedat sense llum a Girona. Es veu que hi ha nevat molt.
‘The power is out in Girona. There must have been a lot of snow.’

(2) Y eso, digue es peligroso, no?
‘And that’s dangerous (reported), no?’

Some languages have true evidential systems, i.e., inflectional systems with morphemes that have source-marking at the core of their semantics and are obligatory. In other languages, evidentiality specifications are “scattered” throughout the grammar ([4]). While there is some work showing the relevance of prosodic or gestural cues in the expression of epistemicity, i.e., the degree of certainty about a proposition (see [7], [8], [9] for declaratives; [10] for both declaratives and interrogatives, and [11] for interrogatives), research examining prosodic marking of evidential strategies is still scarce. The only investigation we are aware of is [12], who showed that deaccenting is used in Japanese biased polar questions when the speaker expects a positive answer based on public evidence.

Majorcan Catalan is a variety of Catalan that is characterized by exhibiting several strategies for forming polar questions based on bias ([13], [14]). Speakers may choose from different pitch accents as in (3) or may head questions with question particles (QPs) such as que (complementizer ‘that’) or o (conjunction ‘or’), see (4).

(3) Tieniu mandarines? vs Que hi ha gana?
‘Do you have tangerines?’ vs ‘Are you hungry?’

(4) Que encara no ha vengut, s’electricista? ‘The electrician hasn’t arrived yet?’ vs O no estàs bo?
‘Aren’t you well?’

The main goal of this article is to assess the role intonation plays in encoding information source in questions headed by the QP que (i.e., in constructions of the type QP que L+H* L%). If it is the case that information source is being encoded through the use of QP que L+H* L%, we also asked what type of evidential information the speaker might be conveying.

Since evidential markers may have temporal restrictions ([15]) we also sought to investigate whether, in cases where evidential information was encoded, temporal information might also be available to listeners. Some languages, such as Sherpa ([16], [17]), encode temporal information through the evidential marker. In the case of Sherpa, immediate evidence is encoded. We thus left this as an additional possibility, since often times questions are asked based on information that has just become available in the discourse ([18]).

We tested these questions performing different experiments: a) Experiment 1: the Discourse Completion Task ([19], [20], [21]), b) Experiment 2: the acceptability task and c) Experiment 3: the multiple-choice questionnaire.

2. Experiment 1: the Discourse Completion Task

2.1. Methodology

For this study the Discourse Completion Task involved the creation of a set of situations which contained two evidential conditions (inferred direct evidential and hearsay) plus a non-evidential situation (see examples (5), (6) and (7) respectively). The difference between the two conditions is...
that while in direct evidential contexts the speaker infers the proposition from direct evidence (s/he sees it directly), in hearsay contexts inference is based on hearsay or the report of the proposition by another individual. The situations provided in the DCT were read aloud by the first author of this paper to the participants. Then, the participants were asked to respond appropriately to them. The situations were expected to elicit two biased yes-no questions (in the case of the two evidential conditions) and a neutral polar question. The questionnaire was made up of 12 situations (3 conditions x 4 pragmatic contexts). Fifteen speakers (8 females, 7 males) participated in the experiment. The final database was comprised of 180 utterances. Data were coded in Praat ([22]) for the following: a) use of lexical markers (question particles such as o 'or', or *que*), b) use of syntactic markers (negative yes-no questions, split questions) and c) prosodic transcription using the latest version of the CatToBI system ([23]). The annotations were collected automatically in .txt format through a Praat script and then transferred to an Excel and a SPSS file for subsequent statistical analysis.

(5) Non-evidential situation: ‘You have a bit of a cough and suddenly, while you’re talking to a neighbor, you feel a sore throat coming on. Ask her if she has a cough drop’.

(6) Hearsay situation: ‘Your cousin visits you. While you are talking, she says that since she’s stopped working, she has plenty of free time. You take this to mean that she retired, so you confirm with her’.

(7) Direct evidential situation: ‘It’s your birthday and your friend gives you a present. You ask him if it’s a book, since the package has a book-like shape’.  

2.2. Results

Figure 1 shows the percentage of occurrence of the dependent variable COMBINATION OF LEXICAL/SYNTACTIC STRATEGIES AND INTONATION with three levels of lexical/syntactic strategies (no QP, QP and other) and four levels of intonational strategies (1H+L*L%, 1H+L*L%, L+H*L% and other) for each of the possible evidential conditions (neutral, hearsay or direct evidence). The results clearly show that whereas neutral and hearsay contexts elicit a high percentage of the 1H+L*L% intonational pattern without any QP, direct evidential contexts elicit the production of the L+H*L% intonational pattern headed by a QP (que or o). A Friedman test revealed a significant effect of evidential condition (neutral, hearsay or direct evidence) on the intonation of the y/n questions ($\chi^2(2)=28.203$, $p<.001$) as well as on the lexical/syntactic marking ($\chi^2(10)=24.125$, $p<.001$).

2 All the biased situations used in the experiments had a positive bias, that is, they were situations designed to elicit an affirmative response.  
3 The 1H+L*L% nuclear configuration is realized as a fall with a leading extra high tone aligned with the end of the preaccentual syllable. The H+L*L% pattern is identical to the previous configuration but with a just high leading tone. The L+H*L% pattern is characterized by a rising movement with the peak aligned with the end of the accented syllable followed by a falling final movement.

Figure 1: Percentage of occurrence of the variable COMBINATION OF LEXICAL/SYNTACTIC STRATEGIES AND INTONATION for each of the possible pragmatic contexts (neutral, hearsay or direct evidence).

Figure 2: Waveform and F0 contour of the y/n question Tens un caramel·lo, per donar-me? ‘Do you have a candy to give me?’ (the most common contour in the neutral pragmatic contexts).

Figure 3: Waveform and F0 contour of the y/n question Hi ha salsa de tomàtiga? ‘There’s tomato sauce?’ (the most frequent pattern in the hearsay condition).
3. Experiment 2: the Acceptability task

3.1. Methodology

Experiment 2 consists of an acceptability task, which allows us to evaluate the degree of perceived appropriateness of target intonational patterns (in this specific case, with the combination of lexical markers) to different pragmatic contexts. Six pragmatic contexts were created with two different evidential conditions (direct evidential for half of the contexts and hearsay for the other half, see (8) and (9) below). Then three different combinations of intonation and QP, which were understood to be semantically appropriate given the pragmatic contexts, were produced, as follows: a) no QP_¡H+L* L% intonational pattern; b) QP que _L+H* L% intonational pattern; and c) QP que _¡H+L* L% intonational pattern. Thus, we had a total of 36 trials: 2 contexts (direct evidential and hearsay) x 3 combinations of QP and intonational conditions (no QP_¡H+L* L%, QP que _L+H* L% and QP que _¡H+L* L%) x 3 pragmatic contexts + 18 fillers.

Subjects were asked to rate the acceptability of the question produced in a specific context using a 7-point Likert scale (1=totally unacceptable, 7=acceptable). Forty-six Majorcan Catalan listeners (23 female and 23 female) participated in the experiment. The experiment was run by the Survey Gizmo software (online survey software – surveygizmo.com) and was approximately 10 min long.

(8) Hearsay situation: ‘Maria arrives at the fruit store and hears the owners talking about how they have the shoes from the shop owner next door, who has recently retired and closed the shop.’ Target question: ‘Are you going to sell shoes?’

(9) Direct evidential situation: ‘Maria arrives at the fruit store and sees that the owners are putting pairs of shoes on the shelves in the entrance.’ Target question: ‘Are you going to sell shoes?’

3.2. Results

Table 1 shows the mean of the ACCEPTABILITY RATINGS (dependent variable) and the standard deviation of the three possible combinations of QP and intonation (no QP_¡H+L* L%, QP que _¡H+L* L% and QP que _L+H* L%) for each of the possible evidential conditions (direct evidential and hearsay). As we can observe in Table 1, listeners rate the combination of QP que and the L+H* L% intonational pattern as the most natural when it is produced in a direct evidential context (mean of 5.41). However, the same pattern of intonation and QP shows a high rate of acceptability in the hearsay context (mean = 5.12). The results of two Friedman tests showed a statistically significant effect of the combination of QP + intonation on the acceptability mean in hearsay ($\chi^2(2) = 15.510, p < .001$) and in direct evidence context ($\chi^2(2) = 32.690, p < .001$). The Wilcoxon tests using a Bonferroni correction showed that the QP que _L+H* L% pattern differs statistically from the rest in both the direct evidential and hearsay conditions (p < .001)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Hearsay</th>
<th>Direct Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>no QP_¡H+L* L%</td>
<td>4.56 ±1.69</td>
<td>4.51 ±1.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QP que _¡H+L* L%</td>
<td>4.27 ±1.68</td>
<td>4.34 ±1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QP que _L+H* L%</td>
<td>5.12 ±1.73</td>
<td>5.41 ±1.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Experiment 3: Multiple-choice questionnaire

4.1. Methodology

For the multiple-choice questionnaire we created three pragmatically neutral contexts and three different combinations of QP and intonational conditions. Each combination of QP and intonational conditions was inserted in each of the pragmatically neutral contexts. Therefore, we had a total of 14 trials: 3 pragmatically neutral contexts x 3 QP + intonational conditions (no QP_¡H+L* L%, QP que _L+H* L% and QP que _¡H+L* L%) + 7 fillers. The subjects were asked to answer 2 multiple-choice questions related to the information source and to the time at which the evidence was available. One example of the trials was as follows: —If Maria says ‘You’re going to sell shoes?’ to the owners of the fruit store is because Maria: a) heard that they might sell shoes, b) saw that they might sell shoes, c) heard or saw that they might sell shoes (but I’m not sure), d) I don’t know. —When did Maria hear or see it? a) Just now, b) A few hours ago, c) Yesterday, d) I don’t know. The ‘hearing’ response was an intuitive response for the hearsay condition and the ‘seeing’ response for the direct evidential condition. Experimental presentation was done using the Survey Gizmo software (online survey software – surveygizmo.com) for the forty Majorcan Catalan listeners (25 females, 15 male) that participated in this task and lasted approximately 10 min.

4.2. Results

Figure 6 shows the count of the dependent variable SOURCE OF INFORMATION (four levels: auditory, visual, auditory or visual, DK) for the independent variable COMBINATION OF QP AND INTONATION (three levels: no QP_¡H+L* L%, QP que _¡H+L* L% and QP que _L+H* L%). The results show that the QP que _L+H* L% condition elicits the highest rate of visual (54 out of 360 responses) and visual/auditory (48 out of 360) responses and no “I don’t know” responses. By contrast, the QP que _¡H+L* L% condition elicits the highest rate of auditory responses (43 out of 360) and the second highest rate of visual/auditory responses (41 out of 360). The effect of the combination of QP and intonation was not statistically significant (Friedman test: $\chi^2(2) = 4.516, p > .05$). Wilcoxon tests were used to follow up on this finding and they demonstrated that the effect of the QP que _L+H* L% significantly differed from the effect of the QP que _¡H+L* L% intonational pattern ($r = .22.89$) on the count of the dependent variable SOURCE OF INFORMATION.

---

$^*$ The reason why we did not fully cross the lexical and intonational conditions is because the combination of the QP que and the L+H* L% pattern is ungrammatical. Thus, we prevented the listeners from rating the degree of acceptability of the target itself, rather than that of the target produced in a specific pragmatic context.
The aim of this study was to investigate what type of meaning was encoded through the combination of the QP que and the nuclear pattern L-H* L% in Majorcan Catalan y/n questions, and also to understand any related temporal information being conveyed through this construction. To this end, a set of three experimental tasks were carried out: a production experiment using the Discourse Completion Task methodology, a perception test (acceptability task) and another perception test based on a multiple-choice questionnaire. The results obtained from these different experimental approaches allow us to conclude that three types of information are encoded in QP que L-H* L% questions. First, sentence modality, specifically interrogative modality, is encoded by the combination of lexical and intonational strategies had a statistically significant effect on the dependent variable TIME OF EVIDENCE (Friedman test: $\chi^2(2) = 13.225$, $p = .001$). The subsequent Wilcoxon tests revealed statistically significant differences between the combination of QP _L+H* L% and the rest of conditions ($p < .01$).

Figure 7 shows the count for the dependent variable TIME OF EVIDENCE (four levels: just now, a few hours ago, yesterday, DK) for the independent variable COMBINATION OF QP AND INTONATION (three levels: no QP _¡H+L* L%, QP que _¡H+L* L% and QP que L-H* L%). As observed in the graph, the highest rate of 'right now' responses (70/360) were obtained for the condition QP que L-H* L%. The Friedman analysis showed that the combination of lexical and intonational strategies had a statistically significant effect on the dependent variable TIME OF EVIDENCE (Friedman test: $\chi^2(2) = 13.225$, $p = .001$). The subsequent Wilcoxon tests revealed statistically significant differences between the combination of QP _L+H* L% and the rest of conditions ($p < .01$).

5. Discussion and conclusions

The aim of this study was to investigate what type of meaning was encoded through the combination of the QP que and the nuclear pattern L-H* L% in Majorcan Catalan y/n questions, and also to understand any related temporal information being conveyed through this construction. To this end, a set of three experimental tasks were carried out: a production experiment using the Discourse Completion Task methodology, a perception test (acceptability task) and another perception test based on a multiple-choice questionnaire. The results obtained from these different experimental approaches allow us to conclude that three types of information are encoded in QP que L-H* L% questions. First, sentence modality, specifically interrogative modality, is encoded by the combination of the question particle and the rising-falling intonational pattern. Second, this particular construction informs us that the speaker has inferred the proposition through direct evidence (visual, in the specific case of this work) and now wants to ask for confirmation of this inference. Finally, listeners that hear the QP que L-H* L% construction infer that the propositional content became available to the speaker just prior to the time of the utterance. Therefore, listeners are able to infer information about time reference directly through the QP que L-H* L%, and do not need to rely on pragmatic context for this information. The construction we describe, then, also conveys immediate evidence like the Sherpa case mentioned above.

In this paper, only visual direct information was tested for direct evidential contexts. For instance, [15] showed that sentences with the particle –te in Korean signal sensory evidence, regardless of the tense that they occur with. We suspect that this is also the case for QP que L-H* L% questions, in Majorcan Catalan. Unlike the –te particle, however, our data show a temporal restriction such that this construction can only be used just after the proposition was activated, and as a result listeners infer this temporal information when they hear the construction. Further research will be necessary to test whether the results obtained for the sense of sight are also applicable to other senses.

In sum, we conclude that the QP que L-H* L% questions work as a construction, that is, a learned pairing of form and meaning ([24], [25]) which conveys sentence modality, source-marking and temporal information. In her paper on Korean evidentials, [15] notes the various strategies for encoding evidential information reported by [26] in his survey of 418 languages: verbal affix/clitic (131 languages) or particles (65 languages). [15] calls for research on languages that do not express evidentiality through distinct evidential morphemes, proposing that this will help us to understand how evidential meanings are expressed and how they make specific evidential distinctions. Our results show that without recruiting a specific part of the grammar (intonation), source-marking and temporal information are no longer available to the listener. Thus, we confirm that intonation is indeed a part of the grammar available for conveying evidential meaning, in this case working in tandem with the particle que. Our findings therefore have important typological implications for the study of evidential meaning.
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